INVENTORY OPTIMISATION

FORECASTING AND INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate stock shortages
Improve customer service
Balance stock to customer demand
Reduce inventory by 25-30%
Increase profitability

slimstock.com

experts in inventory optimisation

OPTIMISING STOCK AND SERVICE LEVELS

Independent research shows that most companies carry higher stock levels than
are necessary. With Slim4 you will reduce your stock levels by 25-30%, whilst
maintaining or even improving your customer service levels.

Balancing customer service and stock level.

Achieve a balanced stock
A well balanced stock will satisfy
your customer requirements,
eliminate shortages and excesses,
free capital, space and minimize
risk. Slim4 will balance your stocks.

Automatic demand forecasting from historic

Major improvements in performance within

data and required customer service level.

6 months.

Improve demand
forecasting

Add-on software for any
ERP environment

Managing the right stock level is
dependent on there being a good
and reliable demand forecast.
Slim4 provides such a forecast.

Slim4 is an inventory management
and forecasting tool. Slim4 will
improve your customer service
level, reduce stock levels and
improve profitability. Slim4 gives
you the competitive edge.

Customer service level driven
Slim4 will provide a forecast and
calculate the optimum stock to
achieve the required service level.
Slim4 recognises trends, irregularities,
heeds minimum order quantities and
accommodates planned promotions.
Slim4 will generate purchasing
suggestions and provide a forward
stock profile for each item.

Improved demand forecasting
Adopting the correct forecasting
algorithm is critical to effective demand
planning. Slim4 monitors each stock
item and will select and automatically
apply the most appropriate algorithm.
By only having to address the
exceptions raised by Slim4, the buyer
will now have the time to build better
suppliers relationships.

Maintaining optimum stock levels
Slim4 continually calculates the
optimum stock levels from sales history
and the individual demand volatility
of each item. Slim4 will automatically
adopt these calculations. Clear
exception reports indicate which items
need special attention.

Stock reduction
Slim4 will normally help a company to
achieve a stock reduction of 25-30%.
The quality and efficiency of inventory
management will increase significantly.

Flexible and easy to implement
Slim4 is an add-on application that acts
independently of your existing platform
and any software implemented earlier.
Implementation is quick; only a few
days are needed. Slim4 is being
applied successfully with SAP, Microsoft
Dynamics, J D Edwards and many
userdeveloped software environments.
User friendly
Slim4 is a practical and easy to use
tool, needing only limited training.
Positive results on customer service
and reduced stock levels will be
achieved almost immediately.
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